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On twitter I’m @mpershan. 
I also write a blog called mathmistakes.org. 



Can we get better at teaching all 
on our own? 



Opinion #1 
 

Good coaching can help by showing 
a teacher how to see things we 

otherwise wouldn’t even notice. 



Opinion #2 
 

Good coaching is highly effective, 
and this is a reason to be worried 
about the limitations of improving 

via self-reflection. 



Opinion #3 
 

Self-reflection usually doesn’t lead 
to learning to notice new things. 



Opinion #4 
 

Collaboration in online spaces often 
doesn’t lead to noticing new things, 
because we pick collaborators who 
see things roughly as we do. Plus, 

it’s hard to dig deep into differences 
online. 





Opinions, So Far: 
 

1. Good coaching can help by showing a teacher how to see 
things that we otherwise wouldn’t even notice. 
 
2. Good coaching is highly effective, and this is a reason to be 
worried about the limitations of improving via self-reflection. 
 
3. Self-reflection usually doesn’t lead to learning to notice 
new things. 
 
4. Collaboration in online spaces often doesn’t lead to 
noticing new things, because we pick collaborators who see 
things roughly as we do. Plus, it’s hard to dig deep into 
differences online. 
 



Opinion #5 
 

Being surprised by kids can lead us 
to notice new things about teaching.  



Make Predictions: 
  
 

Which is larger: 
 

2/3 or 3/2? 
2/3 or 3/4? 

2/5 or 3/10? 
3/7 or 2/5? 
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“The hardest question 
would be…” 
 
“The most common 
mistakes would be…” 
 
“The most common 
strategies would be…” 



bitly.com/whichislarger 
 

Go forth, find something that 
surprises you. Then, find another. 

Report back! 
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Question: Is learning about student 
work the same thing as learning 

about teaching?  



Make a Prediction:  
How would Algebra students explain 

(-8) – (-3)? 



“(-8) – (-3) = (-5), because it’s 
8 negatives minus 3 

negatives.” 



Opinion #6 
 

Great video-mentoring also seems 
powerful, but often tricky to make 

work with a teaching life.  



What’s a new question you can 
walk away from today with? 


